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The world everyone's 
• 

IS a ship and 
• 

1n  steerage 
'There is only one city in the world this is happening in and it is yours' 
Habitat's importance stressed in Ward's speech 

British economist. enviromnentalilt and 
author Barbara Ward (Lady Jackson) 
spoke Tuesday to the Univeraity of B.C. 
Alumni AlsociatiDn at the conclusion of a 
c,01111-country tour to promote the United 
Nations Conference on Human Satle
menta (Habitat). UBC tofll confer an hon
orary degree - an LLD - on Lady Jack-
1011 at its annual convocatiDn. hence her 
reference *1 "My dear future family ... 
Here ii. an edited text of her apeech. 

My dear future family. By curious 
mmddence you and I are the same. age, 
going on 62, and clearly -we have a lot of 
work still to do. 

It's possible that you may last longer, 
therefore it's all the more important that 
yau should be at it now. And it i8 surely 
a wonderful opportunity of providence for 
this university that the Human Settle
ment Conference should take place here 
in Vancouver, because it is this series of 
global dialogues now beginning in which 
for the first time in the whole of hmnan 
blstory, mankind is beginning to talk 
about the real issues. 

Not the frontier disputes, not the "t 
want this and you· shan't have that, etc." 
which make up so much of diplomacy -
but daily bread, shelter, water, work . . •  
� ability to live on this planet in such a 
way that we don't destroy it. That pro
cess which began in Stockholm, was car
ried on at Bucharest for the population 
mnference, then on to Rome for food, 
is now coming here to this city for what 
could conceivably be one of the most 
important of all these conferences be
cause it's in human setUements that 
everything comes together. 

And therefore if we are going to do 
something serious, going to make some 
aort of go of the ne1tt 62 years, a lot of 
the decisions could be formulated and 
could be launched from this city. Tbere
fore you will be able to say you are citi
zens of no mean city; a city which may 
well become connttjed with some of the 
great openings both of the spirit and of 
the mind in the future of this troubled 
planet. 

Heavy responsibility 
That is a very heavy responsibility but 

at the same time a glorious chance. I 
am absolutely certain that my dear 
family. future family, will be in there 
with all they've got to make sure that 
this conference is one that gives a new 
turn, a new hope, a new opportunity to 
this planetary dialogue which has to be 
carried on. As Professor (Peter) Ober
lander has pointed out, "there are a very 
• , 1  • II. L - - •  - - • -- - .,..,,L.,I .. --

their own, e,·en lf they ore samua 
Arabians.'' So we've simply got to recog
nize that they're all Albertans • . . 

So there is absolutely nothing perhaps 
more vital than tirat this dialogue, which 
you can critically influence, should begin 
to be engaged at Ute deepest level of hu
mllll commitment and human understand
ing. After all, in many ways, this planet 
is a very perilous place, and perilous in 
new ways which we have to understand. 

You all know that in the next 20 to 25 
years we will very nearly double the 
number of earthlings. I think about three 
weeks ago we got to four billion, four 
billion inhabitants on this planet which 
only 100 years before had just over one 
billion, and the rate is speeding up. By 
the beginning of the next century we will 
have another world the size of this on 
top of the one we've got now. It's a for
midable acceleration! 

The people who may help this planet, 
the people who will be born, are not going 
to be the quiet, patient, suflering poor 
which people so often expect. They are 
going to be people with a lively sense of 
human dignity, of human right and of the 
absolute imperative that was first most 
movingly formulated for the modern 
generation in the Cromwellian revolution 
ll1 England when Thomas Rainborough 
cried oul: "The poorest he that is in 
England hath a life to Ii ve as the greatest 
he." That cry is now the cry of the 
whole planet - the poorest he on the 
planet earth has a me to live as the 
richest he. 

Chance to live to 70 
Now, we all collected together, my 

dear family, in this room, we are the 
richest he's and she's, we belong to that 
25 per cent of humanity who have a 
developed economy, who never go to bed 
hungry. We occasionally go to bed over
fed, we even consume our grains through 
distilleries and go to bed in yet another 
state. We have a chance even people like 
me, we have a chance of living to 70. 

We are practically sure that our 
children will survive. We live in the 
world of privilege, the world of good. 
fortune, the world of prosperity, and 
this world m, are going to have to share 
with about three to four billion more 
people of wbom at least two-thirds are 
going to have annual.incomes of less than 
$250 per year. 

We are up in the $5,000 to $6,000 cltiss 
and confidently e1tpect to go up to 
$10,000 per capita in the next 20 years. 
During that period the World Bank esti
mates that the increase in income for 
one-third of humanity will be at the out
side $4. So this is the kind of sanctuary 
in which we live and the others are going 
to live with the aspirations that we breed, 
with tha hopes that we breed, with a kind 
of ator1es llf life that come to them over 
their transistors, that oome to them glo
bally, all around the world. This is how 
they are going to live. 

Now, my dear friends, could you not 
!nterrupt for the time being because it's 
very difficult to concentrate if people 
are moving about behind me with bags. 
Thanks 80 much. Please do not move the 
bags until a little bit later. 

Actually, these bags are for the sep!ll'a
tioo of wmte and for the oollecUon 1>! all 
the food we may have inadvertently 
thrown away during our very, very com
fortable protein feast this evening. And 

as we normally - as Westerners and 
North Americans - tend to throw away 
15 per cent of everytb!Qg we eat, the re
minder that tttere oughtn't to be just 
dQggie bags, but there ought to be the 
very careful avoidance of waste, is a 
point worth making - I only say not just 
at this particular moment. Right. Thank 
you. 

School of thought 
Going back to the question of what peo

ple expect: Don't think that we are going 
to be accepted as a privileged oasis in 
the 5UITOWlding desert. 

If I may take up just one example ot 
this: There is now, l'm told, a school of 
thought which is known as tbe lileboat 
school of tlwght - that there are some 
amolutely splendid specimens of human
ity which must at all costs be preserved 
so that the great human voyage can con
tinue. 

Guess who they are? Us! You knew. 
We, who are white, Western, developed, 
extremely fortunate, we must at all costi 
survive. 

Now, alas, if this means lhat an awful 
� of people just happen, alas, to be 
llrown and black, if they happen in fact 
to be in the water, at all costs they 
mustn't be let on the lifeboat because 
otherwise this blend of humanity might 
not survive and the boat might sink. 

This theory ls being seriously put for
ward. The joke is that there isn't any 
water, there is only a ship and In point 
of fact everyone's in steerage. 

And if you think, if any of us think, 
that for the next 25 to 30 years everyone 
v,ill keep quiet in steerage and not inter
fere with the engine while we continue in 
first-class, I say think again Especially 
as we've now had a year in which men 
with handguns have pinched every single 
one of the energy ministers in Vienna, 
just think what you could do .here with a 
little bit of plutonium. 

So let's give up the Idea that th�re's 
anything bqt a ship and Jet's remember 
that we've got- to manage it well; and, if 
we are going to manage it well we'll h:ivc 
to recognize as one prime fact that people 
are going to want a minimum standard 
of human dignity and a minimum stand
ani of human rights and decency. That is 
absolutely unavoidable. Tbat, if you like, 
is the inner limit of the life on this planet. 

And that will be one of the prime issues 
of Habitat because many of the people 
who are roming are people who haven't 
even got to first base on health, literacy, 
shelter, work and, above all, the survival 
of children. So l_et's _begin_�o 

_
be perfec'.ly 

bate at Habitat. 

Moral obligation 
What is fascinating is that this has l:een 

obviously building up as a human issue 
probably since - well, I suppose i.hc en
ormous break-through was the Je1;'ish 
prophets - all the way from Jeremiah to 
Karl Marx, all of whom were the pro
ponents of a moral sense of obligation to 
the poor and a judgment on the unmind
ful and uncaring rich . . .  the man in the 
Bible who filled bis barns, thank God, and 
he was going to sit down and have a 
jolly good time but the Lord said "uh, uh, 
too bad, this night thy soul is required of 
f.hee," So that biblical strain is the begin
ning of this iMer limit and we who claim 
to be in one sense people of the book, we 
are the last people who can affoni to for
get it. 

But a new element which is coming to 
human thinking for the .first time - and 
this is what makes this period one of in
tense intellectual change and activity and 
which makes Habitat a centre point for 
this new thinking - is that for the very 
first time we realfae there rould be outer 
limits. And that if four to five to six to 
eight or 10 billion people are to live a 
reasonable life on this planet, what kind 
of a strain is it going to put on the 
world's resources, what kind of strain is 
it going to put on the ero systems of soil 
and water. 

Are we getling lo the outer limit. at 
which the strain put upon this ship which 
we all share is so great that - it won't 
founder in the water because there Isn't 
any, but it could in fact, !QW\der as such� 

Are we approaching an outer limit? 
This is one of the fundamental issues to 
be faced at the conference here. How do 
we use our resources? Are we getting to · 
the point where just on soil, on wat.er, on 
the basics of energy, we're getting lo 
points of no return? There is no more 
vital question because if the answer is 
that ijlese llmits are coming up, how do 
we stand? 

How do we in fact produce something 
like a decent planet if we are beginning 
to run short - not in a temporary or a 
local fashion but as a global system. 

Problem for Habitat 
You can see that this is a kind of 

problem that's going to be confronted at 
Habitat because in all these problems ol 
human dignity on the one hand and the 
use of resources on the other, it's in hu· 
man settlements that these Issues are in 
facl going to be on a collision course or 
not on a collision course. And on that tbe 
future of humanity depends. 

Let me very quickly say that there are 
signs, obviously, of limits. You can see 
it already, for example, in the water. In 
the developed world we get limits on 
water bee� we pollute it so frightfully. 

By God, flying in from Vancouver Is
land this morning, there were some bits 
of your sound where I couldn ·t tell where 
the land ended and the water began. 
Ugh! And this is right on your doorstep. 
I don't suppose you've quite got lo the 
condition of the Hudson River where you 
no longer drown, you dissolve, but you're 
on tbe way. 

Or take the Rhine. Now the Rhine in 
the last 25 years has not only become 
five times more salinated - it's got all 
the garbage from the whole burgeoning 

industrial system, Including some heavy 
metals which ought never, never get into 
the water at all. It's got oil seepage fron: 
the barges and from the shores and this 
delicious stew is then lightly heated up 
by all the heat from the power stations. 
And that unholy broth is such that only 
eels can survive and one sometimes won
ders . . . well, eels are very survivable 
and possibly the future belongs to them. 
What ls clear is that as far as human be
ings are concerned tJie water of the Rhine 
is getting to a point where it is unusable 
and yet 20 million people depend upon It 
for tap water. And the Dutch, who are 
literally at the receiving end, are saying 
that if this goes on for another 10 years 
we will not be able to put the waler 
through the treatm.ent plants because it 
won't work. So you have an outer limit 
on water wherever you· let pollution run 
loose. 

Risks increased 
Then In other parts of the world, of 

cow-se, you've got absolute limits with 
the spreading of the deserts. And 
wherever you get the pressure of popu
lation on very, very vulnerable soils you 
also get increased risks for the whole of 
the waler system. 

Just take one example - North India, 
on which depend something like 500 mil
lion people for their food and drink. And 
there, because cultivation is going up 
into tlte mmalayan foothills, you're get
ting liOil erosion. The soil no longer 
sponges in the water and you tend to 
get an alternation of inundations and 
draughts. Now that again is another 
limit. 

And perhaps the most tragic limit of 
all ls that in one-third to a half of :he 
human settlements of the world the water 
is filthy and one-U1ird of the human race,
my dear friends, my dear family, suffer 
from intestinal diseases. And if you want 
to know the greatest enemy of dignity in 
mankind, it's to be running :it both ends 
- I can tell you.

Now we laugh. We've forgotten cholera, 
we've forgotten typhoid, we've forgotten 
dysentery, we've forgotten infantile gu
hitis, that's gone. But for at least one
quarter to one-third of the human r:ice. 
this is the normal condition. And if you 
would ask me what would do most nol 
only to restore dignity to human li\·es 
disfigured and disgraced by these piti
ful diseases, but In addition which would 
enable children to survive, I would say 
clean water in every isetllement 10 years 
from now. 

And by God, if Vancouver could be tile 
s�t�. of �ha� �esolu�io�'. 

if t�t could � on� 

think ,1e would h11ve done more in a cun· 
crete fashion for the life of the poorest he 
that is in this planet than by any other 
route. 

And incidentally, il would have the most 
rapidly stabilizing effect on population be
cause when parents notice their first tl\CJ 
or three children survive, they begin to 
ask whether It's necessary to have 13. 
One reason for the stablizaUon of popu
lation throughout the developed world 
was the introduction of drainage and sani
tation. If you know little Willy is likely to 
die you go on having lots of little WIilies, 
and if liUle Willy doesn't, after three you 
say why, they're still alive, lel.'s do some
thing about it. 

�t's quite surprising what can be don'! 
about it once parents want it. And I think 
in so much o[ our family planning pol· 
icies we have thought so much about the 
techniques because we were so rich and 
had forgotten all about the poor. And 
what we had forgotten was that if you 
want to have people stabili2e the size of 
their family, give them basic dignity and 
let their children begin to survive and then 
they'll manage, thank you. 

Food a weapon 
Otherwise we end up like Victorian 

duchesses going down and lecturing the 
poor of Lonaon on rontinence and thrift. I 
say to hell Ytilh it. 

In other words, let's get on with giving 
people the conditions In which they know 
their children will survive and then you 
will find that they will be just as rational 
as anyone else. But let us not from our 
protein sanctuary go and lecture people 
about their shocking population habits -
it makes me sick. I must confess. And if 
I were a developing person, I'd have 15 
just to show 'em. 

I have one. 
Another limit obviously is food. The 

whole of the world food conference was 
devoted to the problem. the possibility of 
world food supplies going short. And, of 
course, there are problems here, and one 
of the problems which is of intimate and 
absolutely Instant importance to Canada 
is that you and the United States now 
are the grain sheikhs. 

Arabia has the oil and you've got the 
grain. You and the United States, And 
when Henry Kissinger opened the World 
Food Conference he spoke with the ut
most emotion, very movingly I may say, 
about no child going to bed hungry 20 
years from now. Then he left instantly. 
Then Mr. Butz (U.S. Secretary of Ag
riculture Earl Butz) arrived and Mr. 
Butz said food is a weapon. · 

So one bas the feeling of a slight, shall 
we say, a slight lack of co-ordination 
between different instruments of govern
ment. 

But the important thing is, let's face 
it, the important thing is that the world 
grain reserve which has gone up from 
five to 90 million tons in the last 25 
years, that food grl!,in reserve is con
trolled by North America. And if you 
want it. you have got a stranglehold on 
the future of humanity, Because we've 
only got to have one bad drought period 
in North America, which happens. re
member the Dust Bowl, and one failed 
monsoon in India and you'll have lo 
watch something like 100· milllon people 
starving on your television screen. ms 
as near as that. 

The food reserve of the world today is 
20 days and therefore we do have an 

absolute limit because one thing no 
human being can do is provide from one 
harvest to the next without being fed, 
it's a biological impossibility. So there 
we have an absolute limit which tbe 
Rome food conference began to consider. 

Now one reason why you've gone up 
from fl ve to 90 million tons has been a 
tremendous input of energy. Energy has 
been the key lo this fabulous increase ill 
North American food supplies and 
energy is also going short, In another 20 
years we'll have run out of natural gas. 
In another 30, lo 40, t.o 50 years, de· 
pending on the speed of consumption, 
we·u have run out of petroleum. 

What we will have done to the Beau
fort Sea, meanwhile, heaven only knows. 
One good leak there could go under the 
ice inelrievably and when the black 1� 
comes up to the top it could change th'! 
entire climatic patterns of the world be· 
cause you wouldn't get the same reflec
tivity from the North Pole. 

Might lose Toronto 
So Professor Oberlander's point about 

inter-connectiveness reminds us that vou 
could probably produce by this refiec
ti\'ity such a large increase in the waler 
flow from the Northern Allantic regions 
that you might get· oil from the Beaufort 
Sea but at the same time lose Toronto 
and Montreal. Maybe you don't care, I 
don·t know. But let's keep these things in 
mind when we take these risks. 

And at this point we mn into one of 
the fascinating arguments that will cer
tainly come up at Habitat: That is when 
one talks ln this way, of limits, there are 
others who say: "Oh, you are such a 
Cassandra, oh dear, oh what lack of 
nerve. oh what lack of confidence. Don't 
you realize that homo-technologicus and 
femlna-scienlifica. or whatever she is, 
we've got the fulure under control, you 
don't have to worry. we've got every 
technofix you need. Talk about energy 
shortage when we're just going into a 
nuclear revolution - you nrJst be out of 
your teeny, rotton-picking mind." 

Collon picking is rather good because 
you cotton pick in Alabama and in Ala
bama is Bro\m's Ferry and in Brown's 
Fen-y is the reactor for 1,000 megawat�; 
that was knocked out by one candlti 
flame. 

This is one of the great legendm;r 
events in nuclear happenings. The work
men were trying to patch air flows lnsldti 
the reactor and they used - guess ·what'' 
- a candle flame. They always had used 
a candle flame. Unfortunately the pad
ding around the reactor caught fire and 
. . . ,.,_ ._ -· -- ·  . .  , • ... . , .,�. "''- - r-�'--' •

systems t'Jrned out lo he fail11015a,'I! 
because none of them worked. 

Something symbolic 
So they then had to close the reactors 

down and down went something like $70 
million worth or investment for one can· 
die Ilame. There is something to me 
immensely symbolic about that particu
lar mishap. 

But if it is a pointer to something whieh 
is much more profound, that is okay. If 
we're going to jump the energy thresh
hold, the energy barrier, by moving when 
\le nm out of fissile uraniwn and the 
sort of steam reactors we haYe now, 
moving on to the breeder reactor, let's 
remen1ber that we'll then begin piling up 
for the human race of the future some
thing which lasts a hal!-life of 25,000 
years, which is so lethal that that much 
of it coold gi\•e the entire human race 
lung cancer. which is totally indestruc
tible and therefore cumulative. 

Jolly litUe inheritance, wouldn't that 
be, for our future? 

Money was a bore 
Let's be ,,ery cautious about this and 

let us remember that one of the arche
typal myths of western society is Faust, 
who sold e,•erything in order to get 
even1hing back. Incidentally. he pulled 
it off, he actually got away with it. Very 
interesting . . .  not totally irrelevant for 
Habitat. 

At the very end 1',aust had got every
thing from the Devil, absolutely e\'ery
lhing. He even had Helen of Troy. Power, 
wealth, science, knowledge, Helen of Troy. 
But be wouldn't s:iy what the devil had 
told him to say, and that was "Oh mo
ment, you are so beautiful, stay with 
me." That was the phrase which was to 
trigger his descent into hell. He never 
said it. Money was a bore, power 
was a bore, and he did all right 
with knowledge, but he never said it. 
And then towards the end - the Devil 
was getting terribly impatient, he'd made 
the bargain after all - fl,nally driven to 
e,.treme, Faust began to help some very 
simple people. Damned their river, clear
ed the soil, built up a polder and created 
new life, new soil, new lllrms. And he sob
bed, he said, "Oh moment, you are so 
beautiful, stay with me." And along came 
Satan and said, "You said it, come \\ith 
me," But the Archanged Gabriel very con
veniently said, "No, he said the right 
thing, he's going up." 

So I wouldn't he prepared to say that 
atomic energy is the Faustian bargain. 

I'm worried about something else -
it might be the Promethean curse be
cause he stole the fire from heaven, the 
nuclear fire, the nuclear fires of the SWl. 

He ended up chained to an irradiated 
rock. I prefer to thiqk of that myth and 
to say, caution, this is not a technofix
this is gambling with the entire future 
of mankind. 

Are '\\Ce going to stop at the absolute li
mits? The answer is of course not. Take 
this single critical factor on energy -
Do you know what we're doing in North 
America? We are not quite up to this in 
Europe yet, but we are no doubt head
ing in that direction - for every bit of a 
power that is bought and used, 50 per 
cent is wasted. 

Now, there are all kinds of symbols of 
this - 56 per cent of the United States 

commuters go in single cars and out or 
each gallon they get six per cent of for
ward movement the moment they get into 
the centre of the city. You can imagine 
how much waste you can get in that - · 
straight into fumes, straight into pollu
tion. 

Cooling pure waste 
�lectrical generation: Why do we ha\'e 

cooling towers? Cooling lowers, for 
heaven's sake; that means you first crea
te the heat and then you throw it all off 
because you're not going to use it. Now, 
sensible places like Sweden use total 
energy systems - all that heat is used 
in the city. Any system of generation 
which uses cooling towers is pure waste 
and you 're paying for it. 

Buildings, they leak like sieves, \le 
probably get 15. 25 per cent for our heat
ing systems and the rest goes out through 
the roof, We also invent these incredible 
high rises. built in glass. which is the 
worst possible of all insulators. most lu
dicrous building material ever invented
by property speculators, I imagi11e, or 
glass makers. 

What's the result? You baYe to heat 
and cool tl1e monsters !he entire time. 

The two trade towers in New York use 
as much energy every day as the whole 
city of Pittsburgh. That makes a lot of 
sense, doesn't it? If you take the energy 
inventory you will find !,hat up to 50 per 
cent in every category tends to be wasted. 

All kinds of little things : For example, 
in the construction of concrete Europe 
uses half the energy of that used in North 
America simply because it recycles the 
heat in the kilns. In other words we bave 
been a throwaway, waste economy and 
we haven't paid the price because we 
didn't nolice . there was a price to pa}'. 
. Now. when you begin lo get nearer to 
the limits of energy you begin to ask the 
right questions and these questions I 
think are going to be asked at Habitat 
because Habitat is a place where people 
are going to ·explore alternatives and see 
what others have done. 

They will find that if you look at this 
conservation issue, the possibility of sav
ing 50 per cent is not a pipe dream - it'!; 
merely a question of reason and fact. 

One great theme 
And if you ask me what could be one of 

the great themes of Habitat it.would be 
the conserving city in the conserving so
ciety and if. we were prepared to accept 
this and begin to look at what's befug 
done. we certainly could have strategies 
for- the f\jture which don't confront us 
with these limits because these are limits 
of waste. again and qgain, they are n0t 
limits of use, and these are the sort or 
things that are going to come up and 
they are going to come up here in Van
cou,·er and you can put your mark on it. 

Well, now. how do we do It? First of 
all, we don't do it by ping on as we are 
JIDW be�use we are what we are now 
1lecause we've gone on like we did in the 
past. If that doesn't work, we've got to 
change direction Very simple statement. 
If you look at the inner and outer limits 
it is. very interesting the way they· de
fine the degree to which the market sys
tem does and doesn't work. 

Markets work beautifully in the middle 
because a price signal .can work wher
ever a price going up encourages more 
people to produce what's wanted and a 
price going down encourages people to 
produce less. It's a wonderful• mechanism 
and up to a point Adam Smith, God pre
serve blm, who Is 200 years old, is abso
lutely right. But it doesn't work under two 
limiting conditions. 

� is it doesn't work for people who 
ca11 t get into the' market so if you are 
bo� poor the market isn't ever going to 
help you. One of the great inventions of 
the 19th, century was the realization . that 
if jou based your system on pauper c:hild
re11 going manacled to the mills they 
weren't going to get into the marke�. they 
we,en't even going to get into life. We've 
got to extend that 19th-century realization 
that the poor must have a platform under
neJth them, we've got to extend it to the 
planet - that's the meaning of the great 
planetary reforms that we have to bring 
in :to end this sense of violating the limits 
of dignity. We've done it domestically -
if we have the political wit we can do it 
on a planetary scale. 

Arms double waste 
That's point number one. And one rea

soli why we can do It, incidentally, Is 
that we spend - the biggest form of 
waste on our planet now - $300 blllion 
worth OQ arms every year. $300 billion. 
And this is waste in a double sense. It's 
not only waste of all the materials - do 
you kmw that one Bl bomber uses up 
as much gasoline in one year as the entire 
bus fleet of the United States, .and if 
that's not taking the eronomy for a ride 
I don't know what is - It's a waste also 
because the goods produced by arms pro
grams can't be mopped up by the purch
asing power created by the wages - you 
can't go and get your friendly neighbor
hood machine-gun around the corner. 

The result is that all this plll'C'hasing 
power sloshes about pqslting up pricing 
and increasfng inflatioaary pressures. It's 
a double waste. 

Now the World Bank tells us that clean
ing water In ever; settlement by 1986 
would only cost $3 billion a year. My God, 
$3 billion !or water, $300 billion to blow up 
the planet 20 times over - I think once 
is enough, well, too much, really. 

'Let's begin it here'
In other words, let's keep some propor

tions: 'fater, could that not be another 
resolution frolll Vancouver? 

That we, the governments and peoples 
of the world will make sure that by 1986 
no babies are dying of gastritis and no 
humans are dying of cholera, Isn't that 
worth doing'? Let's begin it here. 

Now, food, let's take up the work, don't 
let's forget what's bel!n done. Let's talie 
Up' the resolution for the World Food Con• 
ference: First, an emergency grain re
serve - that is already in place. 

Secondly, and this is where Canada can 
play a tremendous part, let's get at a gen
eral .international grain reserve which is 
on an ever-filled granary basis with one 
year's consumption always in reserve and 
we never have to face 100 million people 
starving. 

Prod your neighbor so he makes up bis 
mind - you may have to wait until No
vember, but keep prodding - then send 
to Europe and remind them that they 
still haven't put up the money they said 
they'd put into this scheme at Rome and 
until they do tbe Arabs won't because the 
Europeans and the Arabs are behaving in 
that diplomatic pas de deux in which one 
�ays he'll begin if the other will take the 
second step. You know how it ls. 

No farming land 
And the third part of the Rome world 

food program was, of course. massive in
vestment' In Third World agriculture. If we 
are going to get third world agriculture 
again you come back to Habitat; we've got 
lo develop the cities, the centres, the 
market, the structures in which a farming 
population can do the job. One of the most 
important things that is going to come up 
at Habitat is planning for tbe distribution 
of population in countries so that the ag
ricultural sector can flourish so that 25 
years from now the world will not go to 
bed hungry and where you get a rational 
use of land. 

And I would have to say that probably 
the most important decision to be taken 
there ls that land is regarded as a sacred 
plot and. not just as a market commodity 
and I'll tell you why. If you go on as 
you are now in Canada you're not going 
to have any farming land at all between 
the American bonier and probably Ottawa 
- it's all going to be in second homes. 

We've got to have land use maps that 
fell us . the best use of our territories and 
if we -0ave to take things out from under 
the soil there have to be absolutely strict 
regulations that the soil and tlie topsoil 
in the forests are put back afterwards 
because otherwise it's a permanent Joss.' 

Now, on this critical question of urban 
land, it seems to me that one of the things 
that is being tried out in a number of 
European countries, Scandinavians and 
the French for instance, is to get some 
control over land . speculation around 
cities because one thing is certain - if 
yau have speculative land market., you 
cannot control inflation because the cost 
of ''these skyrocketing land prices goes in
to evel')'thlng, in!o mortgages and houses, 
into all goods produced in commercial 
premises and you will not get any kind 
of proper urban planning unless you have 
control over the land. 

Incidentally, you also won't have any 
control over appearance and I a•, asked 
by one of my kind friends lo point out 
that you've still got a lot of very, very 
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unattractive litUe boathouses on what 
could be prime park land and I'm de
lighed to pass on the message. 

This does not mean that you have to 
give up the private ownership of land. I 
myself regard the private ownershlp of 
land as an absolutely indispensable def
ence against government which can t�d 
to be very intruding if you let them get 
away with It, as you can see all around 
the world. 

But I don't see why, for Instance, mer
ely for living near Crawley, a town near 
l.Dndon, a man should get $3 million for 
200 acres and his entire contribution to 
life has been living near Crawley. 'fhere
fore I would say private owne�hip with 
sales through a land commission so the 
unearned income as it is called goes back 
to the community which created it. 

Another reason 
There is another reason for this - un

less we get some control over speculative 
excesses we will not begin to deal with 
inflation. How can you go to the mllll 
working at the coal face and say, "Hi, old 
chap, you are very valuable and we need 
the coal jllld you're a splendid chap and 
it's a dangerous job, lf we give you more 
than $12 more a week we shall have in
flation" - he turns around and Mr. Smith 
has got ·$3 million. I won't exactly tell 
you what he'll say - it wouldn't be suit
able. 

Remember that this kind or uncontrolled 
land market is one of the prime causes 

of inflation and we're not going to get 
rid of it unless we have rational control, 
which many countries are experimenting 
with. 

The Scandinavian land bank, they buy 
the land . . . the French have a desig
nated date beyond which the price can't 
go up • • . all kinds of techniques , . • 
and back to Habitat. We can then begin 
shopping around and finding out what 
people are doing. 

Another whole field in which this ls 
possible in urban policy, another form 
of ·conservation, not only conserving beau
ty and conserving land, not wasting the 
way we do now. How many people know 
that a city like I>usseldorf doesn't waste 
any of its urban garbage at all - it sep
arates it, the organic side is used for 
fuel, for district heating, and the metals 
are resold. 

What happened? Dusseldorf makes a 
profit for heaven's sake, 

More solar energy 
In other words, If we could apply this 

conserving mentality, conserving spirit 
to our settlements, for heaven's sake, we'd 
stop wasting fifty per cent of wl,iat we 
use, stop the waste of energy. 

We would begin to get these total sys
tems which are. as it . were, cycles of 
income energy. We could go out and we 
could use far more solar energy and wind
power. Incidentally, I'm told that it is 
very difficult to get a mortgage in Can
ada for any house that's got solar equip
ment - that must be madness, it can't 
be true, I bope .I read wrong. 

In America they are actually giving 
people subsidies for solar things on their 
houses because the penny is beginning to 
drop and Saudi Arabia won't be provid
ing forever but the sun will - well, for 
six million years. 

These are the things that are going to 
come up at Habitat. These are the kind 
of exchanges of information, exchanges 
of techniques, possibilities . , . countries 
like France where they've got one of the 
most' eJttensive population distribution 
plans in the world. On the other extreme 
you· have China pushing all its develop
ment out into the oountryside - these 
are the examples people can look at and 
say well, maybe it isn't very sensible to 
.cover the wMle of the Niagara Peninsula 
with second homes, perhaps we will need 
more food, perhaps we should have· spa
tial planning_ iri c�.da, perhaps there 
are some things that we can learn right 
here in Vancouver and thank God every

one's coming to Vancouver to ·tell us a
bout it. What luck. 

Formality, , rhetoric 
There is only on� city in the world to 

which this is happening and it's yours. 
I think the thing I would like to end on 
is that all these interesting, fascinating 
and exciting possibilities are going to be 
discussed in this city. They will be dis
cussed with a certain amount of formal
ity, rhetoric and even, I {ear, occasional 
pomposity In the official delegations. 

Then over the river at Jericho Bay 
you've got already a very exciting site 
with an incredible amount of recycling 
- do yoii realize· that it's aU being built 
with logs retrieved fmm the ·nver -
that's the conserving spirit U YOIJ like 
and you're going to have· there an enor
mous number of people that are going 
to come and blow their tops, bring up 
interesting idpas. 

Now the people of Vanco1JVer are going 
by their attitude, by the way they re
spond to all this to create out of this 
conference, either a very exciting, very 
stimulating thing in which -new resolu
tions begin, in which there could even be 
dialogue be�een governments and clti· 
zens and in which the sense of us all be
ing earthllngs 'worJdng together on an 
endangered planet could, as it were, bub
ble up in this oonference ancf It became 
as a result, a place 11f stimulus, a place 
of resolution and far from a dangerous 
place of terrorists popping up, a place 
where, on the contrary, people feel that 
thy are stimulated, that It ls exciting, 
that it is one of the best places to be next 
June that you could possibly be. 

Now think or that being yours. It 
seems to me to point to the way - it 
would be so helpful to the world If you 
could respond in this way with welcome, 
with interest, with a sense of the enor
mous importance of the results. 

Alberta town's plan 
In All>erta, the small community of 

St. Paul has come np ,vith . ii plan to in
sure that by 1980 no one wlll be ill-housed· 
a community in which parks will be pre: 
served, in which the agricultural dis
tricts will be enhanced, and they've done 
it on their o\\'11. 

What are you going to do in Vancouver? 
tn otjJer words, what ls it go�g to mean 
to you here in B.C. u host to the whole 
planet? 

To talk about the human future is 
��is not sometJ$g which is stirring,' ex
citing and a tremendous privilege, in 
addition to which it will be splendid run. 
And does it not polqt the way to some
thing w!tlch is Immensely important to 
Canada as a whole? 

You are immensely wealthy. You are 
the top of the world league of wealth. 
Your per ·capita income is higher than 
that of your neighbor, one of the highest 
in the world unless you count places like 
Kuwint. 

Now you are, I'm told, about to add 
about 200 miles of ocean on each side, 
not to speak about what you're going 
to do at the top. So you are not exactly 
going to nm short. 

What is going to be your attitude to
wards this planet in which you occupy a 
so uniquely privileged, prosperous posi
tion? 

Are you going to use that as a leader 
for the good. things of the world? Are 

you going to lie a 1sort of collective Lord 
Shaftsbury, going round saying "It ls 
wrong, It ls immoral for people t.> go 
hungry when we have the grain. It is 
wiong, it is , Immoral, for all this waste 
when people are in such desperate need." 

Are 
• 
you going to get together with 

other governments to, as it were, become 
a party of reform in the parliament of 
man? 

Why not? What could be a better role 
for Canada to take? What could be more 
responsive to what you as a community 
most deeply believe? 

Ethical traditions 
Because with all the consumerism, all 

the &lOlih-on, with all that it is nonethe
less a CO!]llllunity with profound ethical 
traditions. 

And those ethical traditions are rooted 
in one. of the greatest experiences of 
humanity two to three thousand y�ars· 
ago when tfle first great civilizations 
were all being tried out and they'd all 
gone down in ruins, war and imperialism. 
A most dreadful period of convulsion. 
Six hundred years of feudal war in China, 
for instance, and it was afler this ex
perience that It was seen that power and 
posses.,ion of the Faustian bargain ulti
mately ls not the answer. 

It Is then that you got in all the great 
world cultures, ali ihe great civiliza
tions, the new ethic. an ethic which said 
power destroyed, greed destroyed. We 
will survive as a human community only 
if we can see the needs of others, and 
only if we will keep power - including 
our own powerful desires - under some 

·restraint and under some rule of law. 
The law of conscience and the Jaw of the 
community. 

That's one of the most beautiful ex
pressions of the emergence of this new 
ethic. Another can be taken from the Bi
ble, but let's take one from a source we 
know less. 

The great Chinese philosopher Lao Tse 
said these are my three treasures, guard 
them well. 

Tt!e first is compassion, the inner limit. 
The second is frugality, the outer limit. 
The third is the desire not to be fore-

most under heaven. 
Now if those were our treasures, what 

a conference we could make. And although 
certainly we won't get them all at once, 
there Is anotber Chinese saying that one 
step is the beginning of a journey of a 
thousand days. 

Let Vancouver be a first step, and then 
it will be a city for all time, a city for ail 
people. I hope you will. 
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